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The Planck mission



Planck timeline

I Proposal started in 1992

I Accepted by ESA in 1996

I Launch May 2009

I First release of results for cosmology (T only) March 2013

I Second release of results for cosmology
(T and P except at low l) ≈ February 2015

I Finals cosmology results (mainly low-l P) (mid-2016)
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The workhorse of Planck :
spiderweb and polarization sensitive bolometers

Made by JPL, Caltech
Cooled to ≈ 100mK



Planck Capabilities



Planck Capabilities









Planck ILC map



Theory � origin of the CMB anisotropy
Sachs-Wolfe formula
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Φ ≡ Newtonian gravitational potential (dimensionless)

δγ and vγ describe the fractional density contrast and peculiar
3-velocity of of the photon component.

This treatment is somewhat naive
because it assumes that the
surface of last scatter is in�nitely
thin.
In reality the surface of last
scatter has a width the smears the
anisotropies on small scales.



The deadly sins of a non-in�ationary universe.

1. Monopole problem

2. Horizon problem

3. Flatness problem

4. Smoothness problem



Single-Field In�ation
In the beginning there was a scalar �eld that dominated the
universe. Everything came from this scalar �eld and there was
nothing without the scalar �eld. The quantum �uctuations of this
�eld (that is, those of the vacuum) generated small �uctuations
that advanced or retarded the instant of re-heating. These were the
seeds of the large-scale structure.

φ̈+ 3Hφ̇ = −V,φ

Slow roll
(cosmological
frinction
dominates)

Cosmological frinction irrelevant
  (reheating)



Massless scalar �eld in de Sitter space
Hphys = (constant).

ds
2 = − 1
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(kη) ≈ 1 horizon crossing.

Important points :

I Both the in�aton/scalar gravity degrees of freedom and the tensor metric
perturbations exhbit the same qualitative behavior as the above idealized
example.

I Modes �uctuation on subhorizon scales but become frozen in on
superhorizon scales and stay frozen in until after the end of in�ation.



Perturbations generated during in�ation

~ = c = 1,M−2pl δφ ≈ H
δρ
ρ̄ ≈ H · δt, δt ≈ δφ

φ̇

Hφ̇ ≈ V,φ, φ̇ ≈ V,φ/H, H
2 ≈ 1

M2
pl

V ,
δρ

ρ̄
≈ V 3/2[φ(k)]

M3
pl V,φ

Scalar perturbations : P1/2
S (k) ≈ O(1) · V 3/2[φ(k)]

M3
pl

V,φ[φ(k)]
.

Tensor perturbations : P1/2
T (k) ≈ O(1) · H

Mpl
≈ O(1) · V 1/2

M2
pl

φ(k) ≡ value of φ at horizon crossing of the mode k

Reconstruction of the in�ationary potential : the tensors measure
the height of the potential, the scalars the slope.







The six-parameter concordance model

Parameterization of primordial power spectrum used here :

P(k) = AS(k/kp)nS















Underlying question : conventional parameterization

What is the primordial power spectrum ?

I For lack of a fundamental theory, expand in powers of ln(k)

ln (P(ln k)) = P0
(

ln(k/kpiv )
)0

+ P1
(

ln(k/kpiv )
)1

+ P2
(

ln(k/kpiv )
)2

+ . . .

P(k) = A(k/kpiv )(ns−1)

or

P(k) = A(k/kpiv )(ns−1)+α ln(k/kpiv )+...

I Planck seems to be telling us that the �rst two terms su�ce,
and using just the �rst term can be ruled out at a respectable
statistical signi�cance. nS 6= 1 implies exact scale invariance
needs to be downgraded to an approximate symmetry. No
statistically signi�cant evidence for running of the spectral
index.









Planck Gravitational lensing spectrum



Planck 2013 Results. XXIV. Constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity
Planck Collaboration : P. A. R. Ade, N. Aghanim, C. Armitage-Caplan, M. Arnaud, M. Ashdown, F.
Atrio-Barandela, J. Aumont, C. Baccigalupi, A. J. Banday, R. B. Barreiro, J. G. Bartlett, N. Bartolo, E.
Battaner, K. Benabed, A. Benoît, A. Benoit-Lévy, J.-P. Bernard, M. Bersanelli, P. Bielewicz, J. Bobin,
J. J. Bock, A. Bonaldi, L. Bonavera, J. R. Bond, J. Borrill, F. R. Bouchet, M. Bridges, M. Bucher, C.
Burigana, R. C. Butler, J.-F. Cardoso, A. Catalano, A. Challinor, A. Chamballu, L.-Y Chiang, H. C.
Chiang, P. R. Christensen, S. Church, D. L. Clements, S. Colombi, L. P. L. Colombo, F. Couchot, A.
Coulais, B. P. Crill, A. Curto, F. Cuttaia, R. D. Davies, R. J. Davis, P. de Bernardis, A. de Rosa, G. de
Zotti, J. Delabrouille, J.-M. Delouis, F.-X. Désert, J. M. Diego, H. Dole, S. Donzelli, et al. (175
additional authors not shown) (Submitted on 20 Mar 2013)
The Planck nominal mission cosmic microwave background (CMB) maps yield unprecedented
constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity (NG). Using three optimal bispectrum estimators, separable
template-�tting (KSW), binned, and modal, we obtain consistent values for the primordial local,

equilateral, and orthogonal bispectrum amplitudes, quoting as our �nal result f localNL = 2.7 ± 5.8,

f
equil
NL = −42 ± 75, and f orthoNL = −25 ± 39 (68% CL statistical) ; and we �nd the integrated
Sachs-Wolfe lensing bispectrum expected in the ΛCDM scenario. The results are based on
comprehensive cross-validation of these estimators on Gaussian and non-Gaussian simulations, are stable
across component separation techniques, pass an extensive suite of tests, and are con�rmed by skew-Cl ,
wavelet bispectrum and Minkowski functional estimators. Beyond estimates of individual shape
amplitudes, we present model-independent, three-dimensional reconstructions of the Planck CMB
bispectrum and thus derive constraints on early-Universe scenarios that generate primordial NG,
including general single-�eld models of in�ation, excited initial states (non-Bunch-Davies vacua), and
directionally-dependent vector models. We provide an initial survey of scale-dependent feature and
resonance models. These results bound both general single-�eld and multi-�eld model parameter ranges,
such as the speed of sound, cs ≥ 0.02(95%CL), in an e�ective �eld theory parametrization, and the
curvaton decay fraction rD ≥ 0.15(95%CL). The Planck data put severe pressure on ekpyrotic/cyclic
scenarios. The amplitude of the four-point function in the local model τNL < 2800(95%CL). Taken
together, these constraints represent the highest precision tests to date of physical mechanisms for the
origin of cosmic structure.





SEARCHING FOR B MODES



E and B Mode Polarization

E mode B mode
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Projection of � scalars, �� vectors �and � tensors �onto
the celestial sphere

Under projection onto the celestial sphere :

(scalar)3 → (scalar)2,

(vector)3 → (scalar)2 + (vector)2,

(tensor)3 → (scalar)2 + (vector)2.

There is no (tensor)2 component. The E mode polarization is
scalar ; the B mode is vector.

It follows that at linear order the scalar modes cannot generate any
B mode polarization.

Note crucial role of linearity assumption.



In�ationary Prediction for Scalar & Tensor Anisotropies

TT,scalar

TE,scalar
EE,scalar

BB← EE, scalar lensed
TT, tensor (T/S) = 10−1

TE, tensor (T/S) = 10−1

EE, tensor (T/S) = 10−1

BB, (T/S) = 10−1

BB, (T/S) = 10−2

BB, (T/S) = 10−3
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The Reionization Bump

It turns out that

P ∝ (1− τ)d2
lastscatter

∂2T

∂x2

is small compared to

P ∝ τd2
reion

∂2T

∂x2

even when τ is small.



Breaking news 22 March 2014



BICEP2 summary plot :
"Smoking gun" of gravitational waves from in�ation ?
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Why they said that dust cannot explain observed signal ?
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Was this celebration premature ?



Detecting tensor modes with the CMB

r=0.24
Taken from : Challinor, astro-ph/1210.6008



BICEP2 claim on Planck-like plot
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From Planck Collaboration : Dust polarization at high latitudes

(astro-ph/1409.3738)





r<0.12 at 95 % now from B modes











LiteBird Detectors/Resolution



For more details on the CMB :

Physics of the cosmic microwave background anisotropy∗

Martin Bucher
Laboratoire APC, Université Paris 7/CNRS

Bâtiment Condorcet, Case 7020

75205 Paris Cedex 13, France

bucher@apc.univ-paris7.fr and

Astrophysics and Cosmology Research Unit

School of Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science

University of KwaZulu-Natal

Durban 4041, South Africa

January 20, 2015

Abstract

Observations of the cosmic microwave background (CMB), especially of its frequency
spectrum and its anisotropies, both in temperature and in polarization, have played a
key role in the development of modern cosmology and our understanding of the very
early universe. We review the underlying physics of the CMB and how the primordial
temperature and polarization anisotropies were imprinted. Possibilities for distinguish-
ing competing cosmological models are emphasized. The current status of CMB ex-
periments and experimental techniques with an emphasis toward future observations,
particularly in polarization, is reviewed. The physics of foreground emissions, especially
of polarized dust, is discussed in detail, since this area is likely to become crucial for
measurements of the B modes of the CMB polarization at ever greater sensitivity.

1This article is to be published also in the book “One Hundred Years of General Relativity: From Genesis
and Empirical Foundations to Gravitational Waves, Cosmology and Quantum Gravity,” edited by Wei-Tou
Ni (World Scientific, Singapore, 2015) as well as in Int. J. Mod. Phys. D (in press).
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